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Human Motor Control Routledge
Since the 1980s James Hillman, the best-selling author and founder of
Archetypal Psychology has written and lectured extensively on the presence of
animals in our conscious and unconscious lives. Volume 9 of the Uniform
Edition of the Writings of James Hillman unites, for the first time, his papers
and lectures on the subjects of animals, including "Animal Kingdom in the
Human Dream" (1982), "Dream Animals" (1997), "Culture and the Animal Soul"
(1994/1997), and "Learning from Animals" (1999).
Red Sulphur Nicolas-Hays, Inc.
This book offers a collection of many new ideas: connection with the psychoid processes of the unconscious is a
source of healing, especially in relation to trauma; fresh interpretation of the bedevilling flashbacks of trauma; addition
of an alternative interpenetrating matrix to the container model of healing; sum of the insights of Nicholas of Cusa and
their implications for Jung’s complex around freedom and relation to the Divine.
Personal and professional reflections Spring Publications
Moving Jungian psychology from types to images, to an image-based
archetypal psychology, is James Hillman's concern in this volume. This
volume leads from Hillman's principal essay on typology, "Egalitarian
Typologies versus the Perception of the Unique," to his expansive
"Inquiry into Image." Hillman instigates an active re-visioning, re-
imagining, of psychology as a self-generative activity of the soul:
"An image is given by the imagining perspective and can only be
perceived by an act of imagining."

Uniform Edition Volume 2 Spring Publications
Originally written for the Enciclopedia del Novecento, Archetypal Psychology, ?Volume 1 of the
Uniform Edition of the Writings of James Hillman, is a concise, instructive introduction to
polytheism, Greek mythology, the soul-spirit distinction, anima mundi, psychopathology, soul-

making, imagination, therapeutic practice, and the writings of C.??G. Jung, Henry Corbin, and
Adolf Portmann in the formulation of the field of Archetypal Psychology.
City and Soul Princeton University Press
The last in the world in possession of the miraculous Red Sulphur, a great alchemist and the
two extraordinary women he loves are purused by dark forces and powerful world leaders.
The Astrological World of Jung’s 'Liber Novus' Routledge
Also available in an open-access, full-text edition at
http://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/86080 The black sun, an ages-old image of the darkness
in individual lives and in life itself, has not been treated hospitably in the modern world. Modern
psychology has seen darkness primarily as a negative force, something to move through and beyond,
but it actually has an intrinsic importance to the human psyche. In this book, Jungian analyst Stanton
Marlan reexamines the paradoxical image of the black sun and the meaning of darkness in Western
culture. In the image of the black sun, Marlan finds the hint of a darkness that shines. He draws upon
his clinical experiences—and on a wide range of literature and art, including Goethe’s Faust, Dante’s
Inferno, the black art of Rothko and Reinhardt—to explore the influence of light and shadow on the
fundamental structures of modern thought as well as the contemporary practice of analysis. He shows
that the black sun accompanies not only the most negative of psychic experiences but also the most
sublime, resonating with the mystical experience of negative theology, the Kabbalah, the Buddhist
notions of the void, and the black light of the Sufi Mystics. An important contribution to the
understanding of alchemical psychology, this book draws on a postmodern sensibility to develop an
original understanding of the black sun. It offers insight into modernity, the act of imagination, and the
work of analysis in understanding depression, trauma, and transformation of the soul. Marlan’s original
reflections help us to explore the unknown darkness conventionally called the Self. The image of Kali
appearing in the color insert following page 44 is © Maitreya Bowen, reproduced with her
permission,maitreyabowen@yahoo.com.
In Search of Character and Calling Princeton University Press
Full of psychological and spiritual insights that speak to today's sexual confusion. Singer shows
how a person can at once embrace complementary and contradictory attitudes toward sex and
gender. Finally, she proposes a range of choices by which people can identify themselves,
secure that the masculine/feminine interaction within each individual is not only normal, but the
dynamic factor in their wholeness.
Anatomy of the Psyche Elsevier
Alchemical symbols are part of popular culture, most recently popularised in the Harry Potter
books. Alchemy intrigued Carl Jung, the founder of analytical psychology. It inspired him as he
wrote ‘the Red Book’ - the journal of his voyage of internal discovery. He devoted much of his
life to it, using alchemical symbols as metaphors for unconscious processes. Alchemy and
Psychotherapy explores the issue of alchemy in the consulting room and its application to
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social and political issues. This book argues against the dominant discourse in contemporary
psychotherapy - scientific materialism - and for the discovery of spiritual meaning. Alchemy and
Psychotherapy has four main sections: ‘Alchemy and meaning’ - looks at the history of
alchemy, particularly the symbol of the coniunctio - sacred marriage - a metaphor for the
therapeutic relationship. 'The symbolic attitude’ - explores working with dreams, fairytales,
astrology and the body: each of which is a symbolic language. ‘The spirit and the natural
world’ - discusses the concept of 'burn out' - of therapists, our ecological resources, the
mystical aspects of quantum physics and the philosophical underpinning of symbol formation.
‘Clinical Applications’ - shows alchemy’s use with victims of abuse, those struggling to secure
gender identity, in anorexia and in ‘social healing’ - atonement and restorative justice - which
apply the idea of the coniunctio. Alchemy and Psychotherapy is illustrated throughout with
clinical examples, alchemical pictures and poetry which emphasise that alchemy is both a
creative art and a science. Bringing together contributors from a wide range of disciplines, Dale
Mathers and contributors show that therapy is both art and science, that the consulting room is
the alchemical laboratory, and that their research is their creative engagement. Alchemy and
Psychotherapy will be a valuable resource for practitioners, students at all levels of
psychotherapy, analytical psychology, psychoanalysis and creative, art-based therapies and for
creative practitioners (in film, literature and performing arts) who draw on Jung’s ideas.
An Introduction to the Symbolism and the Psychology Chiron Publications
An examination of the feminine and masculine qualities in every person.
Uniform Edition of the Writings of James Hillman Spring Publications
"Edinger has greatly enriched my understanding of psychology through the avenue of alchemy.
No other contribution has been as helpful as this for revealing, in a word, the anatomy of the
psyche and how it applies to where one is in his or her process. This is a significant
amplification and extension of Jung's work. Two hundred years from now, it will still be a useful
handbook and an inspiring aid to those who care about individuation." -- Psychological
Perspectives
Uniform Edition of the Writing
Dionysos, one of the most misunderstood of the gods, is a masculine energy that brings
us back to life and vitality in a way that includes deep partnership with the feminine.
Through the exploration of the love story of Ariadne and Dionysos, Alchemy of the Heart
takes us on an archetypal adventure into an ancient world where the dance of
masculine and feminine ignites fullness of being in both men and women. From the
shadowy labyrinth of Minos to the sacred Initiation Chamber at Pompeii, Alchemy of the
Heart travels the landscape of both the outer world and the inner psyche as it points the
way past contemporary hedonism and pornography addiction into a Dionysian world of
joy, vibrant sexuality, and spiritual transcendence. “A solid and important work of
scholarship that is a must-read for those doing depth psychological work. Aguilar mines
the myth of Dionysos and Ariadne for its insights into expanding Jungian notions about
the animus and a woman’s journey to wholeness. In the process, she updates Jungian
thought to match emerging ways of seeing gender, the feminine, and the masculine in
our time.” —Carol S. Pearson, Ph.D., Author of Persephone Rising, The Hero Within and
Awakening the Heroes Within. Former President of Paci?ca Graduate Institute. “Joseph
Campbell showed us the mythic mysteries, now Marina Aguilar unlocks the secrets of

ecstatic teachings. Alchemy of the Heart is a breakthrough work on our divine connection
to nature and the playful wisdom of the body.” —Jonathan Young, Ph.D., Psychologist,
Founding Curator, Joseph Campbell Archives. “A superb study of the myth of Dionysos
through the lens of Jung’s spiritual alchemy. Focusing on the sacred marriage of
Dionysos and Ariadne, the author illuminates the journey to wholeness, both horizontal
and vertical, revealing a power to heal not only a broken psyche but a broken world.
Aguilar’s ‘meditative exegesis’ on the Dionysian initiation chamber in the Villa of
Mysteries at Pompeii is a model of transcendence at the heart of Plato’s noetic
philosophy. This is a penetrating reading bringing to life an ancient, yet timeless, myth.”
—Michael P. Morrissey, Ph.D., Author of Consciousness and Transcendence: The
Theology of Eric Voegelin. Marina Aguilar received her master’s degree in Counseling
Psychology at Paci?ca Graduate Institute, Santa Barbara, and has been a practicing
depth psychotherapist and educator since 1990. She specializes in individuation as a
spiritual, as well as soul process. Her expertise in mythology, comparative religion,
spiritual alchemy and the ancient mystery school teachings serves as a valuable tool in
working with archetypal themes as they emerge in day to day life, imagination, art and
dreams. Having lived in the United States, Mexico and Europe, her work bridges
cultures, continents and spiritual modalities and focuses on increasing consciousness
and wholeness within the individual and society as a whole.
(From Vol. 11 of the Collected Works of C. G. Jung) Princeton University Press
Creation myths are the deepest and most important of all myths because they are
concerned with both the basic patterns of existence and the ultimate meaning of life. In
this book, an eminent Jungian analyst examines the recurring motifs that appear in
creation myths from around the world and shows what they teach us about the
mysteries of creativity, the cycles of renewal in human life, and the birth of
consciousness in the individual psyche. Among the topics discussed are: • Why the
creative process is often accompanied by anxiety, depression, loneliness, and fear of
the unknown. • The meaning of creation motifs such as the egg, the seed, the
primordial being, the creative fire, the separation of heaven and earth, and the four
stages of creation. • Creation symbolism in the alchemical opus of medieval tradition. •
How creation-myth motifs appear in the dreams of people who are on the verge of a
leap forward in consciousness.
Alchemical Symbolism in Psychotherapy Shambhala Publications
Volume 6.1 of the Uniform Edition of the Writings of James Hillman features lectures,
occasional writings, scholarly essays, and clinical papers on the subject of mythical figures,
including "Athene, Ananke and Abnormal Psychology" (1977), "Dionysus in Jung's Writings"
(1972), "Pink Madness, or Why Does Aphrodite Drive Men Crazy With Pornography?" (1995),
"Mars, Wars, Arms, Rams" (1987), and "Moses, Alchemy, Authority" (2001).
Seminars Princeton University Press
Young Christiana Morgan recorded her vision quest experiences of inner archetypal encounters in
words and paintings--which Carl Jung later used as the basis for seminar work in Zurich. First time
available to the public, here are transcriptions of the seminar notes combined with color reproductions
of Morgan's paintings, revealing archetypal parallels with western myth and eastern yoga. 41 color and
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77 line illustrations. 10 photos. 1,500 pp. in two volumes. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Notes of the Seminar Given in 1930-1934 by C.G. Jung Spring Publications
Inaugurated and supported by friends of James Hillman and by scholars of his founding
work in archetypal psychology, the James Hillman Symposium is the leading forum for
an ongoing discussion of the Uniform Edition, a 11-volume collection of his writings, co-
published by the Dallas Institute and Spring Publications. The mission of the conference
is to encourage conversations about Hillman's major ideas and concepts in conjunction
with psychological and cultural topics as well as pay tribute to his life and career.
"Hillman makes a study of the transformative processes suggested by the arcane
alchemical processes that were adapted in late life by Jung as a basis of understanding
depth psychology. Hillman carries this idea forward, arguing that the images and
language of alchemy provide a much more valid, less abstract picture of human nature:
instead of cold concepts, sensate images. By incorporating the aesthetic approach,
alchemy teaches, in Hillman's words, 'with its colors, and minerals, its paraphernalia and
enigmatic imagistic instructions . . . an aesthetic psychology.'" --Joanne H. Stroud,
Founding Fellow of the Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture, Director of Institute
Publications, and Editor of the Gaston Bachelard Translation Series "It is not the literal
return to alchemy that is necessary but a restoration of the alchemical mode of
imagining. For in that mode we restore matter to our speech - and that is our aim: the
restoration of imaginative matter, not of literal alchemy."--James Hillman, Alchemical
Psychology "One of James Hillman's favorite ideas, one of his richest ideas, is
psychological polytheism . . . the idea that we are not going toward wholeness; we are
going toward a manifestation of our variety . . . having sorted ourselves out into all these
elements." --Thomas Moore, 2016 James Hillman Symposium Each of the James
Hillman Symposiums takes for its subject a volume of the Uniform Edition of the Writings
of James Hillman. The symposiums encourage participants to deepen their
understanding of Hillman's writings by listening to talks given by leading scholars in
diverse fields of psychology, art, theater, literature, and film--united by an appreciation of
James Hillman's innovations--and by contributing to lively, stimulating discussions.
Conversing with James Hillman: Alchemical Psychology Includes works by: James
Hillman, Gustavo Barcellos, Scott Becker, Pat Berry, Scott Churchill, Robert
Kugelmann, Jean Lall, Stan Marlan, Margot McLean, David Miller, Safron Rossi, Robert
Sardello, Michael Sipiora, Dennis Slattery, Joanne H. Stroud, and Gail Thomas.
Archetypal Psychology SUNY Press
Considered one of Jung's most controversial works, Answer to Job also stands as Jung's most
extensive commentary on a biblical text. Here, he confronts the story of the man who challenged God,
the man who experienced hell on earth and still did not reject his faith. Job's journey parallels Jung's
own experience--as reported in The Red Book: Liber Novus--of descending into the depths of his own
unconscious, confronting and reconciling the rejected aspects of his soul. This paperback edition of
Jung's classic work includes a new foreword by Sonu Shamdasani, Philemon Professor of Jung
History at University College London. Described by Shamdasani as "the theology behind The Red
Book," Answer to Job examines the symbolic role that theological concepts play in an individual's
psychic life.
The Thought of the Heart and the Soul of the World Falcon Press Publishing

While the basis of these seminars is a series of 30 dreams of a male patient of Jung's, the commentary
ranges associatively over a broad expanse of Jung's learning and experience. A special value of the
seminar is the close view it gives of Jung's method of dream analysis through amplification. The
editorial aim has been to preserve the integrity of Jung's text.
What Painting Is Spring Publications Incorporated
Alchemical PsychologyUniform Edition, Vol. 5Spring Publications
How and Why We Still Read Jung Open Court Publishing Company
The ancient practice of alchemy, which thrived in Europe until the seventeenth century, dealt with the
phenomenon of transformation--not only of materials (ore into gold) but also of the human spirit (self
into Other). Through their work in the material realm, alchemists discovered personal rebirth as well as
a linking between outer and inner dimensions. C. G. Jung first turned to alchemy for personal
illumination in coping with trauma brought on by his break with Freud. Alchemical symbolism eventually
suggested to Jung that there was a process in the unconscious, one that had a goal beyond
discharging tension and hiding pain. In this book, Nathan Schwartz-Salant, a leading Jungian analyst
with an interest in alchemy, brings together a key selection of Jung's writings on the subject. These
writings expose us to Jung's fascinating reflections on the symbols of alchemy--such as the three-
headed Mercurial dragon, hermaphrodites, and lions devouring the sun--and brings us closer to the
spirit of his approach to the unconscious, closer than his purely scientific concepts often allow.
From Types to Images Dallas Institute Publications
Inhuman Relations, Vol. 7 of the Uniform Edition of the Writings of James Hillman,
contains what could be described as Hillman's more "clinical" writings. Hillman chose
the title, Inhuman Relations, to emphasize the archetypal forces that shape our human
interactions -- the myths behind our messes, as he says in this volume. With this
volume, Hillman decided to return to his groundbreaking book on soul-making, Re-
Visioning Psychology, and organize most of essays under that book's original operative
headings: Personifying or Imagining Things, Pathologizing or Falling Apart,
Dehumanizing or Soul-Making, and Psychologizing or Seeing Through. The 24 essays
in this volume illustrate these operations and allow the reader not only to appreciate
their wide-ranging content, but also to become aware of their experiential influence. As
Scott Becker writes in his introductory essay: "We can say that Hillman was not only
trying to make a point, he was trying to be useful. Because of Hillman's frequently
martial style and his plutonic deconstruction of his subject matter, some critics have
understandably tended to overlook the fact that he was, by training and temperament, a
psychotherapist, and that his therapeutic intent continued long after he left the world of
psychoanalysis proper. His passion was in the service of compassion. That he
accomplished this by holding up a mirror to our follies does not detract from his
therapeutic intent. Quite the contrary, our disillusionment and discomfort were the
required first steps to letting go of our destructive ideas, a necessary nigredo phase as
we descended, fell apart, went bugs. We had to lose our minds to find them."
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